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Abstract
Manipulation tasks like loading a dishwasher can be seen as a sequence of spatial
constraints and relationships between different objects. We aim to discover these
rules from demonstrations by posing manipulation as a classification problem
over a graph, whose nodes represent task-relevant entities like objects and goals.
In our experiments, a single GNN policy trained using imitation learning (IL)
on 20 expert demonstrations can solve blockstacking and rearrangement tasks in
both simulation and on hardware, generalizing over the number of objects and
goal configurations. These experiments show that graphical IL can solve complex
long-horizon manipulation problems without requiring detailed task descriptions.
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Introduction

Everyday manipulation tasks deal with relationships and constraints between objects and environments. Loading a bowl in a dishwasher requires pre-conditions, like an open dishwasher and a
grasped bowl. Specifying such pre-conditions for complex tasks can be tedious and error-prone.
This is the central problem we address – how do we learn task structure from a few demonstrations
and then generalize to arbitrary numbers of objects and related tasks? Our experiments show that a
GNN policy trained using imitation learning (IL) can learn this structure and generalize to tasks of
increased complexity and variable numbers of objects, starting with just 20 expert demonstrations
(Fig. 1). The GNN structure provides interpretability and invariance to the number of objects in
the scene. The main contributions of our work are (1) GNNs as a promising policy architecture
for long-term manipulation tasks, (2) IL as a well-suited training scheme for such a policy choice,
(3) a modified GNNExplainer to interpret the decisions made by our learned policy. We conduct
experiments on a Franka arm in the real world and in two simulated environments - blockstacking
& box rearrangement, and dishwasher loading (Figure 1). In dishwasher loading, the robot loads a
dishwasher with plates and bowls; in box rearrangement, the robot moves blocks between boxes.
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Background and related work

Graph neural networks (GNNs) [Battaglia et al., 2018] have effective inductive biases for learning
the relations in graph datasets. Graphical representations of scenes have been used for learning highdimensional dynamics models [Fragkiadaki et al., 2016, Ye et al., 2019], learning object-relevance in
problems with large object instances [Silver et al., 2020], visual imitation learning [Sieb et al., 2020,
Huang et al., 2019], and high-level policies [Li et al., 2020]. Unlike Sieb et al. [2020], we represent
our policy as a trained GNN, and show zero-shot generalization to varied object counts. Instead of
RL as in Li et al. [2020], we use IL to improve sample efficiency and generalization (Sec. 4).
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are deep neural networks designed to operate on graphs. Let G
be a graph with nodes V and undirected edges E, where each node v 2 V is associated with a
⇤
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Figure 1: We train a policy on small instances of the problem (left column: (a), (f), (k)) and test generalization

in both simulation ((b)-(e)), and on hardware ((g)-(j)). We simulate a complex dishwasher-loading environment,
generating point-and-click demos ((k)) and testing on a variety of scenarios ((l)-(o)), described in Section 4.2.

Figure 2: Overview of our algorithm at a timestep. Our method takes in an observation, transforms it into a
graph, and passes it to the GNN policy, which selects an object and goal to input to PickAndPlace .

d-dimensional feature vector (v). At each layer l and for every node vi 2 V , by message-passing,
we update the node’s feature vector hli = f✓l (hli 1 , {hlj 1 }j2Ni ), where h0i = (vi ) is the input
feature and Ni is its neighborhood. We use Pytorch Geometric [Fey and Lenssen, 2019, Paszke et al.,
2019] to parallelize graph operations, and test four architectures (choices of f✓ ): GCN [Morris et al.,
2019], Sage [Hamilton et al., 2017], Attention [Veličković et al., 2017] and Gated [Li et al., 2015].
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GNN policies for manipulation

In this section, we explain our formulation which casts manipulation tasks as operations over a graph.
We assume a low-level PickAndPlace primitive which, given an object and a goal, grasps the
chosen object and places it in the desired goal. A learned high-level GNN policy takes a graph state as
input and selects the next block and goal location. Dishwasher loading additionally predicts involves
orientations, and which action to use, like OpenTray for opening a dishwasher tray. For clarity, we
will describe the next section using PickAndPlace (with dishwasher details in Sec 4.2).
3.1

Problem formulation: Graphical representation of state

We encode the environment scene as a graph, whose nodes consist of the task-relevant entities, such
as objects and their target positions (goals). Let there be K objects, and L goals in the scene. We
g L
create a graph G = (V, E), where the vertices V = {vko }K
k=1 [ {vl }l=1 represent the objects and
goals in the scene, giving us a total of K + L nodes. We create a dense, fully-connected graph, where
all nodes are connected to all other nodes; E = {ei,j } for i = 1 . . . K + L, j = 1, . . . K + L.

Each node v 2 V has an input feature vector (v), which contains node-specific information. The
input features of each node are 5-dimensional: a categorical feature {0, 1, 2, 3} denoting if a node is
a cover, goal for a cover, block or goal for a block, the 3-dimensional position of the object or goal
in the frame of the robot, and a binary feature which is 1 if a goal is filled or an object is in a goal,
and 0 for empty goals or objects. The current state graph is input to the GNN policy, which outputs
a categorical distribution over objects and goals. The selected object and goal positions are sent as
inputs to the PickAndPlace primitive. Fig 2 shows our setup for a K = L = 3 block stacking
trajectory. Our approach also generalizes to different number of goals and objects when K 6= L.
2

3.2

Training the GNN from demonstrations

We pose manipulation as a classification problem at each high-level step where a decision is made over
which object to move to where using what action. The output of the GNN policy is K +L dimensional
corresponding to the object and goal nodes of the original graph. This is reshaped as two K and L
out
out
dimensional outputs Vgout = {vlg }L
= {vko }K
l=1 and Vo
k=1 . Vo is then passed through a softmax
o
function to generate a K-dimensional categorical distribution Ppred
= {po1 , po2 , · · · poK } depicting the
picking probabilities of objects. The GNN chooses the object with the highest predicted probability:
PK
o⇤ = arg maxj p(oj ) where p(oj ) = [exp(vjo )]/[ k=1 exp(vko )]. The same transformation is
g
applied to the goals, resulting in Ppred
= {pg1 , pg2 , · · · pgL } over the goals. Given target distributions
g
o
Ptgt for objects and Ptgt for goals from expert data, the GNN policy parameters ✓ are trained to
PK
PL
g
g
o
o
minimize the cross-entropy loss: arg min✓ [
k=1 [Ptgt ]k log(pk )
l=1 [Ptgt ]l log(pl )].
The expert demonstrations are also cast as a graph with target output distributions coming from the
expert action. We collect N demonstrations of the expert solving the task. At each step t, we extract
input-output pairs {(st = (ok=1,··· ,K , gl=1,··· ,L )t , at )}, where oi and gi are the objects and goals in
exp
exp
the scene, and at = {oexp
t , gt } is the action taken by the expert, indicating the next object ot to be
exp
moved to the next goal gt . at is converted into two K and L-dimensional 1-hot target distributions
exp
g
g
o
o
Ptgt
and Ptgt
for goal and object prediction, respectively. Ptgt
= 1[ok = oexp
b ] , Ptgt = 1[gl = gb ] are
one-hot vectors: 1 for the object and goal chosen by the expert, and 0 for all others. GNN parameters
g
o
✓ are trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss between GNN prediction given and Ptgt
and Ptgt
.
3.3

Interpreting the learned GNN policy

Ying et al. [2019] propose a GNNExplainer which determines the importance of neighbouring nodes
and input features for decision making in GNNs. We modify this GNNExplainer to suit our problem
setting. The output of our trained GNN policy ⇡✓ given an input graph G and features are two
g
o
categorical probability distributions Ppred
, Ppred
. We aim to find a mutated graph GS and feature mask
g
o
F , such that the output of ⇡✓ given GS and masked features S =
F is close to Ppred
, Ppred
. This
setup is different from Ying et al. [2019] where a categorical distribution is predicted for every node
in a graph; our model instead predicts over all nodes. In our analysis, we aim to identify which spatial
relationships or neighbour objects contributed most to the policy’s decision. Given a trained GNN ⇡✓
and input graph G = (V, E), we aim to find a mutated graph GS = (V, ES ), ES ⇢ E and a feature
mask F , such that the mutual information between Y = ⇡✓ (G, ), and YS = ⇡✓ (GS , S =
F)
is maximized: GS , F = arg maxGS ,F MI(Y, YS ) = H(Y ) H(Y |YS ).
Since H(Y ) does not depend on GS or F , maximizing the mutual information between Y and YS is
equivalent to minimizing the conditional entropy H(Y |⇡✓ (GS , S )). Intuitively, the explanation for
Y is a mutated graph GS and feature mask F that minimize the uncertainty over Y .

4

Experiments

We use a Franka Panda manipulator controlled using the Polymetis framework [Lin et al., 2021],
and solve blockstacking and box packing tasks on hardware. For detecting blocks on hardware, we
utilize a RealSense depth camera with the ArUco ARTags library [Garrido-Jurado et al., 2016]. In
simulation, we create two environments - dishwasher loading in AI Habitat [Szot et al., 2021], and
blockstacking and box rearrangement in PyBullet [Coumans and Bai, 2016] - using a 7DoF robot
manipulator (KUKA iiwa7). We show train and test environments in Figure 1.
4.1

Block stacking and box packing experiments

Each environment contains K blocks with different initial and goal positions. Success is measured
by percentage of goals filled at the end of each trial. This experiment studies the generalization of the
trained GNN policy across large number of blocks, multiple boxes and unseen tasks like pyramids
and multiple stacks, shown in Fig 1a-j. We compare the 4 GNN architectures from Section 2. All
GNNs have 3 hidden layers, 64 hidden units each, & ReLU activations. We also compare our IL
approach against RL from scratch using both MLP and GNN architectures, as in [Li et al., 2020]. RL
is given a much larger environment interaction budget (16000 interactions) since it must explore the
environment without expert demos. We train our approach on 20 expert demos (90 interactions) of
packing and unpacking K = 3, 4 blocks, then test on unseen tasks. We use the same learned GNN
policies for all experiments in Table 1a, 1b 1c. We see that our approach outperforms all RL baselines
3

6-Pyramid
GCN
1.0 ± 0.0
Sage
1.0 ± 0.00
Attention 1.0 ± 0.00
Gated
0.95 ± 0.01

% Success
% Correct

1.00
0.91

1.00
1.00

3-block
Box packing
2-stack
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.80

Box rearrangement

0.88 ± 0.03
0.99 ± 0.00
1.0 ± 0.00
0.6 ± 0.05

0.58 ± 0.11
0.95 ± 0.02
0.76 ± 0.08
0.20 ± 0.06

(b) Generalization of different GNN architectures
to unseen tasks in simulation. In 6-pyramid robot
stacks blocks in a pyramid, 3-block 3-stack is making 3 stacks of 3 blocks. Box rearrangement involves moving blocks from one box to another.

(a) Generalization over num. blocks in sim.
4-Blocks 6-Pyramid

3-block
3-stack

Scenario

6 objects

8 objects

10 objects
(training)

12 objects

Top/bottom 0.80 ± 0.00 0.83 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.00 0.91 ± 0.03
Left/right
0.70 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.05 0.79 ± 0.03

(d) Dishwasher experiments: we train using 5 demonstra(c) Hardware: 20 runs of 4 block stacking, tions of the 5-plate, 5-bowl task and test on 2 target configu2-stack 3-blocks, 6-pyramid and box packing rations: (a) bowls top, plates bottom (Fig. 1 (l)-(m)), (b) all
objects top, with bowls right & plates left (Fig. 1 (n)-(o)).
(400 PickAndPlace movements)

Table 1: Simulation and hardware experiment results
(Fig 1a), and solves unseen tasks like pyramid stacking, and rearrangement nearly perfectly. We also
validate our approach by training GNN policies in simulation and testing on hardware (Fig.1(g-j))
using a Franka arm without additional fine-tuning. Results in Table 1c consist of 400 real-world
PickAndPlace movements showing that GNN policies are robust to hardware disturbances like
perception noise and placement errors. Additional experiment details can be found in Appendix.
4.2

Dishwasher loading experiments

Finally, we apply our method to a more complex task: loading a dishwasher with plates and bowls
in different configurations. We build a dishwasher environment in AI Habitat [Szot et al., 2021]
using the Replica Synthetic - Apartment 0 dataset (a set of 3D models of an apartment, to be publicly
released in the future), with two types of objects (bowls and plates) and a dishwasher with two
racks (see Fig.1 (k)-(o)). The training data is created using a game-like interface in a point-and-click
manner, where desired dishwasher-loading demonstrations can be easily generated by a layperson.
This environment has additional complexity: (1) multiple object types (bowls/plates), (2) preconditions for feasibility (two trays, loaded only when pulled out) (3) different desired configurations
specified in demonstrations (i.e. different ways to load a dishwasher), (4) desired pick and place
orientations for objects and (5) multiple actions like PickAndPlace and opening/closing trays.
The training procedure is similar to that of the previous experiments, though we are operating in
the extremely low-sample regime and only train on 5 expert demonstrations. Results in Table 1d
show that the trained policies generalize to varied object numbers despite the additional complexities,
indicating our method can scale to more difficult environments with very few demonstrations.
4.3

Explaining the learned GNN policies

To investigate the difference between generalization of GNN architectures in Table 1b, we use the
GNNExplainer (Section 3.3) on learned GNN policies. We find Gated GNN learns spatial relations
which rely on x, y positions of the blocks, while other architectures learn to use the more informative
“unfilled” and z feature. This points to overfitting: Gated uses spatial rules that work for single stacks,
but prove insufficient for generalization. Other architectures learn to rely on task-relevant features like
block height and empty goal. Here, GNNExplainer sheds light on the difficult-to-interpret outputs of
neural networks and provides intuitive explanations of the form “node i was chosen because of its
relationship with nodes j; the most important feature was block height z”, easing debugging.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we present a graphical policy architecture for manipulation tasks trained with expert
demonstrations. Once the graph neural network policies are trained, they demonstrate sample efficient,
zero-shot generalization behavior across unseen, larger problem instances, including a real Franka
robot. Our work explores research at the intersection of graphical architectures and task planning.
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